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Logesh is a respected and well-loved lecturer of 

Further Mathematics in the Cambridge A-Levels 

Programme with over 25 years of teaching 

experience. Her invaluable sharing captures her 

first-hand experience in adjusting to pandemic 

pedagogy and embodies the spirit of adaptability, 

crucial in this unprecedented time.  

 

Her article shares practical information such as online platforms that 

would be useful in teaching Mathematics. It also documents the bold 

steps taken in embracing changes quickly despite experiencing 

uncertainty in the knowledge of relevant technology. 

Hence, the growth mindset concept is captured as the underlying reason 

for success. 

 

 

 



 

Navigating an Overnight Shift to Online Teaching without 

Disruption to Learning Processes 

Logesh Sivapakianathan 

I am a senior lecturer with the department of Further Mathematics in the Cambridge A Level 

(CAL) programme at Taylor’s College. My sharing will focus on teacher preparedness, student 

engagement and online assessments. 

 

Overnight Shift to Online Teaching without Disruption to Learning Processes 

I was expected to immediately make a shift from teaching in a classroom to online teaching. I 

had very little knowledge of technology to start with. I had never explored with any tool to 

teach students online. So, on that fateful day of March the 17th, 2020, e-Learning Academy was 

my saviour! I had proactively attended a session on Zoom that morning and by afternoon, I 

was exploring how to use it for my teaching.  Downloaded Telegram for quick communication 

with students as it enabled exchange of large files that facilitated learning further. By evening 

I was already communicating with a student of mine for a trial session on a segment of a lesson.  

Fast forward to the next day, and I was using Zoom to conduct revision workshops online. That 

time, the plan for Zoom was basic – only 40 minutes per session. So I would restart the meeting 

for a fresh block of 40 minutes. A survey was conducted to assess the efficacy of the workshop 

and the results are summarized in Appendix 1. 

 

 

Steep Learning Curve of Technology to Meet the Specific Needs of the Subject 

So, while I was getting a head start on preparedness going online, I had another major hurdle 

to overcome – showing students my illustrations with a visualizer. I did not have one.  One of 

my colleagues, Mr. Hariandra Muthu, shared the idea of using a smart phone as a device for 

the IP webcam. While that was a great help in getting my written explanations seen by student 

as I was teaching, it posed some limitations, the main one being a lag between my actual writing 

and what students see. The other problem was that my hand was partially blocking the written 

content, as I was writing. I also had to move the position of the paper up so that students could 
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1fY27SvdOtflojtqZ7IxVaBpHO4GU7hAn7g_IAwH1Y8Y/edit?usp=sharing


follow my writing as I went from line to line down the paper. Appendix 2 shows a recorded 

class session using the IP webcam. 

 

Frustrated with the constant need to ensure my hand wasn’t partially blocking their view and 

the need to move the paper up as I wrote, I contacted Ms. Tan Siew Ling who shared with me 

the use of a pen tablet. The next day I was furiously exploring Lazada and Shopee online 

websites, viewing the many sizes and brands of pen tablets. I became an ‘overnight’ fan of 

YouTube – viewing a string of videos that illustrated various models of the pen tablet and how 

to install the driver. Then I mustered the courage to go online to shop and in five days, Shopee 

delivered my new ‘tech toy’, the Star 03 V2 Pen Tablet. It was 10 inches by 6 inches in size. I 

was nervous. Here I am, with no knowledge of how to assemble this, and yet I had to get it up 

and running for my class as soon as possible. Read the manual, surfed the website of the 

manufacturer, downloaded the driver onto the laptop, opened the pen tablet app and adjusted 

the settings while reading the accompanying manual and exploring the settings.  The 

whiteboard by default was downloaded with the pen tablet app, so I was ready to teach! 

 

Then came the push to use Microsoft Teams! Two hours of training and follow-up 

consultations became the norm until I was confident with Microsoft Teams. Kudos to the ICT 

team of Taylor’s who soldiered through the constraint in manpower and yet availed to all our 

demands in record time! With Microsoft Teams I had created private channels for each study 

group comprising 3 to 4 students for collaboration on mind maps. I used Mindmeister, an app 

readily available in Microsoft Teams, to get students to create mind maps showing an overview 

of their understanding on Statistics. Once the collaboration was completed, each group had to 

demonstrate their mind maps and they took turns within members of the group to do so. 

Appendix 3 shows the recorded video using Mindmeister. 

 

Now having overcome the obstacle of ‘preparedness’ I was ready to face the challenge of 

engaging students in live sessions. My wait was not long. Taylor’s University had organized 

the 13th Teaching and Learning conference from the 14th – 16th of October, 2020, with the main 

theme being online teaching. The presenters enlisted a couple of online platforms and a brief 

description of each. I explored the relevant ones and found my solution – Go Formative! The 

web version of the app allows you to run multiple-answer quizzes, short answers and best of 

all – students can show their working on a whiteboard! For a class of 12 students, this was 

feasible. I used the ‘show your working’ option in Go Formative whenever I needed to see the 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ryGWXCX6Zj5gdel8notbzUcO_vBZ4w19/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KDORgTvA52FBbhAyvk5C9jvG2BIT6pNT/view?usp=sharing


thought processes of my students as they were working on a math problem. All their 

whiteboards were made accessible to the teacher, and you just had to scroll up or down to view 

more whiteboards. I can Zoom in on any one of their whiteboards and annotate on their screen 

as I corrected them or wanted to expound on something. Appendix 4 is sequence of screenshots 

from a recorded video, highlighting the teacher’s view of the screen. Appendix 5 is a recorded 

video lesson using Go Formative. 

  

If students do not have a stylus, then drawing diagrams and using special math symbols were 

difficult. They used the mouse for diagrams and the keyboard to type their solutions. Since the 

response time took longer than it would in physical classes, as they had to keep correcting 

distorted diagrams and improvise on math symbols used, I got them to limit their response to 

crucial equations and diagrams.  The multiple-answer quizzes were used in statistics to check 

on their understanding of the theory in statistics. I also used Kahoot for single -correct answer 

quizzes, to inject some element of fun and competition in their learning.  

 

I attended a webinar hosted by Cambridge International on ‘Assessment for Learning in a 

Changed World’ presented by Prof. Dylan Wiliam, a British educationalist and Emeritus 

Professor of Education Assessment (specializing in formative assessment) at the UCL Institute 

of Education. The key take-away from the session was that to improve learning, tests are to be 

given when retrieval strength is low and storage strength is high. Frequent assessments with 

zero stakes (no marks given, and no data collected by teacher) where students self-mark their 

scripts, reduces the feel of threat with assessments and at the same time motivates them to take 

ownership of their own learning as they are made aware of the gaps in their understanding and 

would be self-directed on what needs more work. Of course, there must be ongoing 

communication between teacher and students to assure students that this way of assessment is 

only intended for personal development and is much needed to give students the feedback they 

need in their learning. An online environment supports this by isolating each student from the 

other thereby eliminating immediate opportunity for interaction and comparison between each 

other on how they performed. Appendix 6 shows his background and publications. 

 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ESowHKldUcB3Uf9SM97NvXwplYqbTecs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13Rfa1iS5xmNaNQ1C5VPyv5cZfBnqc7UX/view?usp=sharing
https://g.co/kgs/N1GW7K


Online Formative Assessments 

Class tests online were initially managed with TIMeS and Zoom. I used the assignment feature 

in TIMeS to present the question paper and collect the answer scripts. Zoom was used to 

invigilate. I currently use Zoom (premium account) and Microsoft Teams to do the same. I 

personally prefer Zoom over Microsoft Teams for teaching. It enables me to view my students 

simultaneously with content – an important feature to gauge students’ understanding and to 

intervene with an explanation or a question. I also like the feature of being able to pause the 

video and annotate on the video content to expound on some concept or to add illustrations to 

the content. Breakouts enable group work online and I can easily join these groups to check on 

them as they are working. If I am in the main session, I can broadcast messages to any group, 

and they can do the same if they wish to alert me on the need for assistance in their group. I 

currently use Google Jamboard as my whiteboard to show illustrations. It comes in the form of 

slides and makes it convenient to switch between slides throughout the illustration. Simple and 

convenient to add images, erase, add more slides, etc.  

I believe all the above has contributed to a satisfactory TES score of 90 in both assessment 

periods: May-Aug and Aug-Dec 2020, respectively.  

 

In conclusion, I would say the pandemic accelerated growth, imposed self-exploration and self-

discovery in my transition from offline to online. Attending relevant trainings and having the 

continuous technical support from eLA and ICT are critical in making online transition a 

smooth journey. I am proud to be a staff of Taylor’s simply because my colleagues at Taylor’s 

University, CAL, eLA and ICT were instrumental in making this significant change a 

possibility! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendices 

Appendix 1 Results of the survey conducted to assess the efficacy of the workshop 

Appendix 2 Recorded class session using the IP webcam. 

Appendix 3 Recorded video using Mindmeister 

Appendix 4 Screenshots from a recorded video, highlighting the teacher’s view of the screen 

Appendix 5 Recorded video lesson using Go Formative 

Appendix 6 Prof. Dylan Wiliam’s biodata and profile information 
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